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Helmuth exemplifies public service as Emergency Management
Professionals Week is celebrated
HARRISONBURG, Va. – As agencies across the nation celebrate
Emergency Management Professionals Week, the City of Harrisonburg is
reflecting on the service our emergency management expert provides to
The Friendly City every day.
Paul Helmuth, Harrisonburg’s deputy emergency management
coordinator, is dedicated to the creation and maintenance of the City’s
preparedness efforts. In addition to leading the Regional Emergency
Management Planning Committee Task Force and ensuring coordination
of all regional partners for emergencies affecting our region, Helmuth
authors the City’s emergency Operations Plan, coordinates with the
Virginia Department of Emergency Management on a wide array of
issues including all notifications to the Statewide Emergency Operations
Center, and plans large-scale exercises for disaster preparedness, in
addition to numerous other responsibilities.
Helmuth is much respected in the field of emergency management
across the Commonwealth, and has been highly involved in efforts to
mitigate the COVID-19 pandemic in the Shenandoah Valley. His expertise (Above)Paul Helmuth with a Trusted Service Value
Card. City employees receive such cards when they
and dedication to serving the people of Harrisonburg is much appreciated are seen exemplifying one of the City's Values.
by his colleagues and friends.
“Emergency preparedness and the work Paul does is so vital to our mission of providing distinctive, reliable delivery of highquality City services,” Harrisonburg Interim City Manager Ande Banks said. “As a City we don’t want to be reactive – we
want to be proactive. And Paul’s diligence and attention to detail in his field ensures that our community will be prepared
for anything and able to respond at a moment’s notice no matter the situation, saving lives and property in Harrisonburg.”
“Paul is a critical member of our team, focusing on ensuring the long-term health of our city, its residents and visitors,” Fire
Chief Matthew Tobia added. “Often working behind the scenes, Paul’s impact extends far beyond emergency response and
literally affects every aspect of our community.”
This Emergency Management Professionals Week we say thank you to all those who help keep us safe when the worst
arrives. Thank you, Paul, for all that you do.
The City of Harrisonburg is centrally located in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. It is home to 51,000 people. More information about
the City of Harrisonburg is online at www.HarrisonburgVA.gov.
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